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Text A has been produced by Fresher Coasts.
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Turn over.

How long until it’s gone?
Waste fragment lifespan of marine litter

1 million 
sea birds die
Annually from ingestion and 
entanglement

Drinks cans Fishing line Plastic bottles

Plastic bags Cotton buds  Crisp packets

200-400
years

200-300
years

100-1000
years

100-150
years

450-1000
years

100-300
years

4.5 million 
cigarette butts 
enter the environ-
ment every year 
left for birds to 
ingest.

70% of marine 
litter sinks to the 
seabed, 15% 
drifts in the water 
and 15% ends 
up on beaches.

3 million pieces 
of marine litter 
enter the sea 
every day.

Plastic litter 
on beaches 
has increased 
140% since 
1994.

STAY IN
www.stayin.co.uk

£18 million 
is spent 
approximately 
each year 
removing beach 
litter.

136,000 seals 
and whales are 
trapped in nets, 
lines and traps 
every year.
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Text B has been produced by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency to promote beach safety.
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Maritime & Coastguard Agency
To make sure you remain safe when visiting a beach, follow these steps.

During your visit to 
the beach, if you see 

someone in difficulty, do 
not attempt a rescue. 
Tell a lifeguard or dial 
999 and ask for the 

coastguard.

On arrival, pay close 
attention to safety flags 
on the beach.  These 
give important safety 
information about the 

area. Further information 
about these flags can be 

found at:
www.rospa.com 

Check the weather 
forecast and tide times 
before you set off. This 

information can be found 
at:

www.tidetimes.org.uk 

Research which beaches 
you would like to visit 
that have a lifeguard. 

This information can be 
found in the Good Beach 

Guide.  
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Text C has been taken from ITV News about Wales’ best beach.

Beach in Wales named one of the best in the world

© WJEC CBAC Ltd. Turn over.

Barafundle Bay in Pembrokeshire has been named one of the best beaches in the world.
The Welsh beach is one of only two UK entries on the list of the top 25 beaches, by online travel 
magazine, Passport.

The list is made up of beaches from across the globe, with Barafundle Bay standing alongside 
beaches in Hawaii, Greece, Mexico and Tahiti.

Hidden away, the beach is in a small bay, backed by sand dunes and pine trees. It is only accessible 
via a half mile walk from the nearest car park. Its immaculate golden sands and clear waters have 
led to it being voted, many times, as one of Britain’s best beaches and, now, one of the best in the 
world too. Passport magazine described the beach as:

Barafundle Bay, part of south west Wales’ Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, is a revelation—all 
the more so for the process of arriving there. As you approach by car, rolling countryside becomes 
more dramatic, sheer and craggy cliffs dropping precipitously to the sea. A few more minutes and 
you’re standing above Barafundle Bay. A fairly steep flight of steps brings you down to the sand. It’s 
been consistently voted one of Britain’s best and it’s easy to see why: it’s a luxuriant curve of sand, 
topped by unspoilt dunes and grasses on hills that make it feel immensely private and peaceful. The 
long stretch of cliff known as Stackpole Head sticks straight into the sea like an arm. A little boulder 
sits jauntily offshore. The waves crash against the smooth sand. 
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Text D is an advertisement by Lyons Holiday Parks.

6 reasons why you should choose a holiday in Wales this year

The summer holidays are on the horizon, so you may well be looking at booking a holiday to begin 
the countdown to summer. Having such a great selection of holiday parks in North Wales, people 
may think we’re a little biased. However, we’re going to stick to our guns here, and offer up six 
reasons why you should opt for a holiday in Wales over a break abroad.

Beaches
There’s absolutely no need for you to jet off to the Mediterranean or the Seychelles to get your fill of 
blissful beach experiences. North Wales has an abundance of attractive local beaches close to our 
parks that are very popular with visitors far and wide! From wild, empty beaches to major seaside 
resorts, the wide range of beaches offers something special for everyone.

Food & Drink
Who doesn’t love the now world-renowned Welshcake, or delicious Welsh rarebit? Wales is a haven 
for the foodie, and we’ve got plenty to offer visitors, from the fresh seafood caught daily on our 
shores, to amazing local produce that will have your taste buds on cloud nine! What’s better than 
enjoying locally made ice cream in the sun as you kick back in award-winning beach locations?

Dog-friendly
That’s one of the great things about a trip to our parks in Wales … all the family can come with you, 
including your dog! Having your pet with you means you can make some magical memories with 
every member of the family!

No Passports, No Worries
We all know how stressful flying abroad can be, especially if you’ve got a large family. However, this 
is reduced greatly by heading to a destination in Wales. Forget about arriving at the airport to realise 
the passports are still in the drawer, and don’t fret about getting the best exchange rate.

Savings Galore
One of the big appeals of a staycation over a holiday overseas is the cost. The savings you can 
benefit from by staying in the UK can be high, but you won’t be losing out on the good times either.  
There’s plenty of fun to be had here in North Wales.

Short Break Bliss
Fancy getting away for a relaxing break? Enjoy a beach holiday in Wales and make the most of down 
time with your loved ones.
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Text E is a newspaper article about beach litter.

UK beach litter rises by a third, report finds

The amount of rubbish found dumped on UK beaches rose by a third last year, according to a new 
report. More than 8,000 plastic bottles were collected by the Marine Conservation Society (MCS) 
in its annual beach clean-up at seaside locations from Orkney to the Channel Islands. On average, 
99 bottles were picked up along every kilometre cleaned by volunteers. It is estimated that plastic 
bottles can take up to 500 years to break down in the sea. MCS’s report reveals a 34% rise in beach 
litter overall, with 649 litter pieces per 100 metres in England and 607 pieces per 100 metres in 
Wales. A record-breaking number of volunteers helped, with just over 6,000, taking part.

MCS said the shocking figures strengthened the case for the introduction of a refundable deposit on 
all ‘throwaway’ plastic and glass drinks bottles and aluminium cans. This would encourage consumers 
not to discard them, while boosting recycling rates and cutting the amount of litter.

Small pieces of plastic topped the list of litter picked up, with 960 bits on average collected for each 
kilometre of beach cleaned. Shards of glass were the second most common rubbish, with 208 pieces 
on average per kilometre of beach. The volunteers found 197 crisp or sandwich packets and sweet 
wrappers for every kilometre they searched. Other common litter included bottle caps and lids, string 
and rope, cotton bud sticks, cutlery, trays and plastic straws, as well as fishing nets and cigarette 
stubs. The numbers of plastic drinks bottles found in the beach clean were up 43% on 2014 levels 
while metal drinks cans were up 29% and lids and caps soared by 41%, the survey showed.

“There have been appalling increases in the number of plastic bottles found on beaches in England, 
Scotland, Channel Islands, and Northern Ireland,” said Lauren Eyles, MCS Beachwatch Manager. 
“The bottles we find on beaches are either dropped directly onto the beach, blown from land or 
sea, or end up there via rivers. The more we use as a nation, the more we’ll see ending up on our 
shores. These bottles not only look unsightly but they are a danger to our wildlife.” All countries saw 
an increase in litter, except Wales, where litter levels dropped after a record rise last year. However, 
in the last decade, average litter levels on Welsh beaches have increased by 51%.

MCS is working with volunteers to try to reduce litter levels on UK beaches by half by 2020, as well as 
cutting sewage pollution. Not only are our beaches clogged with litter, say the charity, but our waters 
are polluted too. Campaigners have warned that the UK must take action to improve water quality at 
28 beaches (10 in England, 17 in Scotland and 1 in Wales) that failed to meet minimum standards or 
risk regaining its reputation as having the dirtiest beaches in Europe. The 31 beaches that were rated 
‘poor’ under new standards account for 5 per cent of all bathing water sites in the UK.
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